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Syndicated & Award-Winning Broadcast The Vincent Tucker Radio Show
Nominated For 2015 Show of the Year.
DALLAS, TEXAS (September 1, 2015) -- CWC Entertainment Group L.L.C. announced today that the
critically-acclaimed broadcast The Vincent Tucker Radio Show has been nominated for three awards
collectively including Show of the Year for the upcoming 2015 FBRN.US Internet Radio Hosts Awards.
In its 5th year of existence, the annual award show
highlights and recognizes Fishbowl Radio Network’s
Staff, Hosts and supporters over the previous 12 months,
with awards covering over 30 categories. Nominees and
Winners are picked by the staff of FBRN, ten radio
program directors across the country and listeners.
The other nomination for the award-winning broadcast is:


FBRN 2015 Celebrity Interview of the Year

Host & Executive Producer Vincent “Heartbreak” Tucker
picked up one solo nomination:


FBRN 2015 Veteran Radio Host of the Year

This is the fourth consecutive year that the syndicated
program has led all nominees. The Vincent Tucker Radio Show previously won FBRN.US 2013 Show of the
Year.
"Nominees like The Vincent Tucker Radio Show are setting the standard for Internet Radio," said Sylvia
“Sammi” Martinez, Founder of the FBRN.US Internet Radio Hosts Awards. "VTRS allows FBRN.US to
continue to remain the #1 internet personality driven radio station in the world. In my opinion, the
nominations from their peers, staff of the network, listeners and radio programmers show that.”
Winners will be announced and honored at a star-studded ceremony Saturday, October 24, 2015 at the
Uptown Theater in Grand Prairie, Texas. Vincent “Heartbreak” Tucker will be one of the emcees for this
Year’s event
This event is open to the public as tickets are available now at www.fbrn.us and the day of event at the box
office.
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About Fishbowl Radio Network Internet Sharkey Awards:
Established in 2011, the Fishbowl Radio Network Internet Sharkey Awards are powered by fbrn.us – the #1
internet personality driven radio station in the world. The annual award show highlights and recognizes
Fishbowl Radio Network’s Staff, Hosts and supporters over the previous 12 months, with awards covering
30 categories. Nominees and Winners are picked by the staff of network, ten radio program directors across
the country and listeners.
About Vincent “Heartbreak” Tucker:
Vincent “Heartbreak” Tucker (FOX, ABC & CNN) is an entrepreneur, humanitarian and multi-faceted
entertainer – promoter, event host, radio and television personality.
Touting a very heartwarming and inspirational real-life story, the “next American Feel Good Story in the
making,” is a unique role model for at-risk youth everywhere. He survived a deadly house fire that claimed
the lives of three (his grandparents & 7-year-old sister), premature deaths of childhood friends, dealing with
his parents’ drug abuse, surviving their abandoning of him at the age of thirteen and more. Determined not to
fall into the traps of his surroundings, Vincent used the dark moments of his life to fuel his rise to the top of
the music & entertainment industry.
He is the founder of CWC Entertainment Group L.L.C., Interactive Media Coordinator for DallasBlack.com
and member of the board for The North Texas Fresh, a semi-professional men’s basketball organization in
the Universal Basketball League. Tucker is also the creator and founder of Register to Speak Out!™, a nonpartisan voter registration initiative and the co-director of My Brother’s Keeper: Feed the Homeless Drive. In
2014, Vincent became a Brand Influencer for Stock Private Vodka & Footaction USA.
Launched in December 2007, Vincent “Heartbreak” Tucker is the Host & Executive Producer of the
syndicated broadcast The Vincent Tucker Radio Show, which airs LIVE every Saturday Morning on fbrn.us –
the flagship station of the program. The award-winning & critically-acclaimed broadcast has been endorsed
by executives at Clear Channel Satellite and CBS Radio Group and continues to be a hit among the 18 to 34
urban contemporary demographic.
For more information, please visit www.IAmHeartbreak.com or www.VincentTucker.com.
About Fishbowl Radio Network
fbrn.us or Fishbowl Radio Network L.L.C. is the innovate idea of veteran radio personality Sylvia “Sammi”
Martinez. After working on the air for 20 years at several top-rated Dallas radio stations (100.3 JAMZ, K104,
106.1 KISS-FM, 99.1 KICK-FM, ABC Radio Networks and 92.5 KZPS), Sammi opened Fishbowl Radio
Network in September 2009. Fbrn.us offers radio hosts the support they need to have a successful radio show
with a team of experienced major market broadcasting professionals that make up the programming,
marketing, production, promotions, and engineering departments. As the number one internet personality
driven radio station in the world, fbrn.us features the following personalities: Skip Cheatham, Tim Garrison,
Cedric Bailey, Skeeter Sanders, Cara Perkins, Vincent “Heartbreak” Tucker, Detective Gomez from the
reality television show “Cheaters” and other. Fishbowl Radio Network is based in Arlington, Texas. For
more information, please visit fbrn.us.
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